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The study of the distribution of general multiplicative functions on arithmetic
progressions is, largely, an open problem. We consider the simplest instance of this
problem and establish an essentially the best possible result of the form
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)
n
<<
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n)
n
,
where f is a nonnegative multiplicative function and (a, q)=1.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
We begin this note by briefly considering what is known about the
asymptotic relation of the form
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)t
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n) (1.1)
as x goes to infinity, where (a, q)=1 and f is a general multiplicative func-
tion satisfying | f |1. Improving on his earlier work as well as that
of Hildebrand [H1], Elliott [El] has recently obtained a rather sharp
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* The construction given in Section 2 of this paper is due to Professor A. Granville. I thank
him for providing me with this example and for allowing me to reproduce it here. I also thank
the anonymous referee for a very careful reading of the first version of this paper and for mak-
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quantitative form of (1.1). It follows from his result that for real numbers
=, Q, and x satisfying 0<=18 and 2Qx we have
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)=
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n)+O \ x.(q) \
log log x+log Q
log x +
18&=
+ ,
(1.2)
uniformly for all (a, q)=1, with qQ save possibly for a multiple of some
q0>1. Taking f to be any nonprincipal character modulo q shows that
(1.1) does not always hold and that the exceptional moduli in the Elliott’s
result do occur. We also observe that an elementary estimate of Hall [Ha]
gives
:
nx
| f (n)|<<
x
log x
exp \ :px
| f ( p)|
p + .
From this we see that the main term on the right hand side of (1.2)
dominates the error term only if f is supported on most of the primes in
the sense that
:
px
| f ( p)|
p
>
7
8
log log x.
The remarks above indicate that the problem of determining when (1.1)
holds is a very difficult one and remains largely open. It is therefore natural
to consider a simpler problem of determining conditions under which the
expected upper bound holds. More precisely, let us now assume that the
multiplicative function f satisfies 0 f1 and ask for conditions as general
as possible under which the estimate
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)<<
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n) (1.3)
holds. It seems to be quite plausible that this multiplicative function’s
analog of the BrunTitchmarsh theorem should hold under rather mild
assumptions on f and in a wide range of q. In this direction we now for-
mulate the following conjecture. Let us define, for real numbers x3 and
0<*12, F* (x) to be the class of multiplicative functions f satisfying
0 f1 and
:
px
f ( p)
p
* log log x. (1.4)
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Conjecture. The estimate (1.3) with the implied constant depending
only on * holds uniformly for all f # F* (x) and all (a, q)=1 with qx1&*.
This problem too appears to be rather difficult. The best known result in
this direction is due to Shiu [Sh] a special case of which gives the bound
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)<<*
1
.(q)
x
log x
exp \ :
( p, q)=1
px
f ( p)
p + , (1.5)
valid uniformly for all f, 0 f1, and all (a, q)=1 with qx1&*. It
should be emphasized that (1.5) is known to hold without assuming (1.4)
(the dependence of the implied constant on * comes from the condition
qx1&*), and that the right-hand side of (1.5) could be of the same order
of magnitude as the right-hand side of (1.3).
Let us also briefly consider what is known along the lines of our conjec-
ture for a very important special case of the function f = fy defined on
powers of primes by
f ( p&)={1, if p y0, if p> y
(characteristic function of smooth numbers). It was shown by Granville
[G1] that (1.3) with << replaced by * holds in this case uniformly in
the range (a, q)=1, y2, q y43&*, xmax( y32+*, yq34+*). This seems
to be the best known result of type (1.3) for the characteristic function of
smooth numbers (but see also [G1, Theorem 4]). In particular it is not
known whether (1.3) holds for fy with y=exp(- log x), so that by Mertens’
estimate fy # F12 (x), and q greater than a ‘‘large’’ power of y, say.
As our final introductory remark we observe that the most appealing
short interval analog of our conjecture,
1
y
:
x& y<nx
f (n)<<*
1
x
:
nx
f (n) [ f # F* (x), x*< yx]
fails. In fact Granville [G2] constructed an example for which the above
inequality fails with y = x log x and px f ( p)p t log log x. We
reproduce his example in the following section.
Faced with apparent difficulties for obtaining bounds of type (1.3) we
lower our sights further still and consider that very same problem with f (n)
replaced by f (n)n. Analogously to F* (x) we define W* (x), for x30 and
vector *=(*1 , *2 , *3) with *11, 1*2<2, and 0<*3*1 , to be the
class of non-negative multiplicative functions f satisfying the Wirsing
condition
f ( p&)*1*&&12 [&=1, 2, 3, ...] (1.6)
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as well as the condition (1.4) with * replaced by *3 , i.e.,
:
px
f ( p)
p
*3 log log x. (1.4)$
We establish the following theorem.
Theorem. We have
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)
n
<<*
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n)
n
, (1.7)
uniformly for all f # W* (x) and (a, q)=1, with
q
(log x)*3
(log log log x)*1&1
. (1.8)
We now make several remarks. Taking f to be the completely multi-
plicative function whose values on primes are given by f ( p)=1, if p#1
(mod q) and 0, otherwise, shows that assumption (1.4)$ is indeed necessary.
The condition of type (1.8) is also necessary. To see this let us consider the
divisor function {(n). Since {( p&)=&+12(32)&&1 and, by Mertens’
estimate,  px {( p)p > 2 log log x, for x sufficiently large, we have
{ # W(2, 32, 2) (x). Now,
:
n#1 (mod q)
nx
{(n)
n
>1
and, for xq,
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
{(n)
n
<
1
.(q)
‘
( p, q)=1
px \1+
2
p
+
3
p2
+ } } } +
<<
1
.(q)
‘
( p, q)=1
px \1+
1
p+
2
<<
1
.(q)
‘
px \1+
1
p+
2
‘
p | q \1&
1
p+
2
<<
.(q)
q2
(log x)2,
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by Mertens’ estimate. Our claim now follows, for *1=*2=2, from the well-
known fact that there are arbitrarily large q for which .(q)qlog log q.
More generally, the same argument applies to show the necessity of (1.8)
with *1=*2=* arbitrary, by considering the multiplicative function
f # W(*, 1, *) (x) whose value on powers of primes is given by f ( p&)=*.
The severe restriction on the size of q (1.8) is seen to be necessary simply
because otherwise the first term of the sum on the left-hand side of (1.7)
could already be larger than the right-hand side of (1.7). Thus for large q
one should consider instead a more interesting problem of obtaining
bounds of the form
:
n#a (mod q)
x0<nx
f (n)
n
<<*
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n)
n
, (1.9)
with x0q. For x0=q, (1.9) may still be false. To see this we once more
consider the divisor function. This time we select q such that
{(q+1)>(log q)10, say. Then we have, on the one hand
:
n#1 (mod q)
q<nq2
{(n)
n
>
{(q+1)
q+1
>>
(log q)10
q
,
and on the other
1
.(q)
:
nq2
{(n)
n
<<
(log q)2
q
,
as before.
For x0=q1+= with arbitrary =>0, the estimate (1.9) is indeed true, with
the implied constant depending also on =. In fact, the following more
general estimate holds. We have
:
i: q1+*3<2ix
:
n#ai (mod q)
2i<n2i+1
f (n)
n
<<*
1
.(q)
:
(n, q)=1
nx
f (n)
n
, (1.10)
uniformly in q1+*3x, (aiq)=1, and f # W* (x) (we replaced q1+= by q1+*3
to reduce the number of parameters since, unlike in (1.8), there is no disad-
vantage in taking *3 sufficiently small here). Observe that (1.10) is equiv-
alent to the bound
:
q1+*3<2ix
1
2i
:
n#ai (mod q)
2i<n2i+1
f (n)<<*
1
.(q)
:
2ix
1
2i
:
(n, q)=1
2i<n2i+1
f (n).
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This shows that, in a sense, the multiplicative function’s analog of the
BrunTitchmarsh theorem is true on average and provides some support
for our Conjecture. The proof of the estimate (1.10) will be contained in the
forthcoming paper [Ba]. The method of proof of this result is very dif-
ferent and considerably more complicated than the argument given in this
paper.
Our theorem complements the last two remarks to represent a rather
complete picture. Indeed, this was the main motivation for writing this
note. On the other hand we must point out that our argument, showing
that (1.9) with x0=q and x=q2 may not hold, depended on the fact that
the divisor function can take on ‘‘unusually’’ large values. No such argu-
ment can be made if we restrict f to be bounded by one, i.e., f # F* (x). In
this case it seems that (1.9) should hold, but this problem remains open.
In the course of the proof of our theorem we also prove the following
result of independent interest (this is a special case of Lemma 3 below).
Proposition. Let xz2 and let f be a completely multiplicative func-
tion satisfying f ( p)=0, for pz, and 0 f ( p)1, for z< px. Then we
have
:
nx
f (n)
n
 :
p | n O z< p y
nx
1
n
,
where y is any positive number such that
:
z< px
f ( p)
p
 :
z< p y
1
p
.
A slightly weaker form of this proposition was already obtained by
Hildebrand [H2, Lemma 1]. In fact, the central theme of our argument is
borrowed from the above mentioned paper.
In the next section we reproduce Granville’s example mentioned earlier.
The proof of the theorem will be given in Sections 3 and 4.
2. GRANVILLE’S EXAMPLE
In this section we construct a completely multiplicative function f satisfy-
ing the conditions 0 f1 and
:
px
f ( p)
p
tlog log x, (2.1)
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as x goes to infinity, for which there exist arbitrary large numbers N such
that
1
N
:
nN
f (n)<<
1
(log N)2
(2.2)
while
1
Nlog N
:
N&Nlog N<nN
f (n)>>
1
log N
. (2.3)
To this end, let xk , k=1, 2, 3, ..., be the sequence of real numbers defined
recursively by x1=100 and
xk+1=exp((log xk)k+1),
and set
yk=exp((log xk)k) [k=1, 2, 3, ...].
We let f be the completely multiplicative function whose values on primes
are given by
f ( p)={1, if xk&
xk
log xk
< p yk
0, otherwise.
Now, given x, select k to be the minimal integer with x yk . We have, by
Merten’s estimate,
:
px
1& f ( p)
p
 :
px1
1
p
+ :
k&1
m=1
:
ym< pxm+1
1
p
<< :
k&1
m=1
log log xm<<log log xk&1
<<
1
k
log log yk&1<
1
k
log log x,
whence (2.1) holds. Moreover, by the prime number theorem we have
:
xk&xklog xk<nxk
f (n) :
xk&xklog xk< pxk
1>>
xk
(log xk)2
,
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and hence (2.3) holds for any N=xk . Finally, from the well-known
estimate
9(x, y)= :
p | n O p y
nx
1<<x exp \&12
log x
log y+ ,
valid for x y2 [Te, Theorem III.5.1], it is readily seen that
:
nxk
f (n) :
xk&xklog xk< pxk
1+ :
p | n O p yk&1
nxk
1
<<
xk
(log xk)2
,
whence (2.2) holds for every N=xk .
3. PRELIMINARIES
The proof of the theorem will depend on the three lemmas proved in this
section. Throughout natural numbers a and q are assumed to be coprime.
Given q we use $ and >$ to denote, respectively, the sum and the product
over (n, q)=1 and write n* for the multiplicative inverse of n mod q.
Lemma 1. We have
:$
nx
f (n)
n
*1, *2 exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + , (3.1)
uniformly for all nonnegative multiplicative functions f satisfying (1.6) and all
natural numbers q.
Proof. The upper bound in (3.1) is immediate since, by (1.6),
:$
nx
f (n)
n
 ‘$
px \1+
f ( p)
p
+
f ( p2)
p2
+ } } } +
= ‘$
px \1+
f ( p)
p
+O*1, *2 \ 1p2++
<<*1, *2 exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + , (3.2)
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as desired. To prove the lower bound let us consider the multiplicative
function f whose values on powers of primes is given by
f ( p&)=*1 [&=1, 2, 3, ...].
It is well known (see [Te, II.4, Problem 1 and II.5, Problem 1]) that as x
goes to infinity the asymptotic formula
:
nx
f (n)=(c*1+o*1 (1)) x(log x)
*1&1
holds, for some constant c*1 . From this one readily obtains, by partial sum-
mation, the formula
:
nx
f (n)
n
=\c*1*1 +o*1 (1)+ (log x)*1. (3.3)
Now let g be the multiplicative function whose value on powers of primes
is given by
g( p&)={*1& f ( p),*1 ,
if &=1 and p |% q
otherwise.
(3.4)
We have
f ( p&){ f V g( p
&),
g( p&),
if p |% q
if p | q,
and hence
:
nx
f (n)
n
 :$
nx
f (n)
n
:
lx
g(l )
l
. (3.5)
But (3.2), with f replaced by g and q=1, and (3.4) give
:
lx
g(l )
l
<<*1 exp \ :px
g( p)
p +<<*1 (log x)*1 exp \& :$px
f ( p)
p + ,
by the Mertens’ estimate. Combining this with (3.5) and (3.3) yields the
desired lower bound.
Lemma 2. Let f be the multiplicative function whose values on powers of
primes are given by
f ( p&)={4*
&&1
2 ,
0,
if pz
if p>z,
(3.6)
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for some real numbers z2, 1*2<2, and a natural number 4. Then we
have
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)
n
<<4, *2 1+
(log z)4
q
, (3.7)
uniformly in qzx.
Proof. Let u=uz be the multiplicative function whose values on powers
of primes are given by
u( p&)={1, if pz0, if p>z, (3.8)
and let h be the multiplicative function whose values on powers of primes
are given by
h( p&)={0,*&&12 ,
if &=1
if &2.
(3.9)
Also let u*k, k=1, 2, 3, ..., denote the k-fold Dirichlet convolution of u with
itself, with the convention that u*1=u, i.e., for k2, u*k=u*(k&1) V u. We
first show that the inequality
f (n)h V u*4 (n) (3.10)
holds for all n. It suffices to show that (3.10) holds with p& in place of n.
The case p>z is immediate, and we now consider the case pz. To this
end we write f =g V u, so that for pz we have, by (3.6) and (3.8),
g( p&)={4&1,4*&&12 &4*&&22 ,
if &=1
if &2.
Now, if 4=1 we immediately obtain g( p&)h( p&) and hence (3.10). For
42 we observe that 4*&&12 &4*
&&2
2 <(4&1) *
&&1
2 , for &2, whence
f ( p&) g V u( p&),
where g is the multiplicative function whose values on powers of primes are
given by
g ( p&)={(4&1) *
&&1
2 ,
0,
if pz
if p>z.
We now see that (3.10) follows by induction on 4.
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Next we observe that (3.7) follows from the bound
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
u*4 (n)
n
<<4 1+
(log z)4
q
, (3.11)
since, by (3.10),
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)
n
 :$
mx
h(m)
m
:
n#am* (mod ) q
nx
u*4 (n)
n
,
and, by (3.9) and Lemma 1,
:$
mx
h(m)
m
<<*2 1.
Thus it only remains to prove (3.11). To this end let us write
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
u*4 (n)
n
 :
n#a(mod q)
nq4
u*4 (n)
n
+ :
n#a (mod q)
q4<nx
u*4 (n)
n
=1+2 , (3.12)
say. To estimate 1 we observe that analogously to the well known
inequality u*2 (n){(n)<<= n=, for any =>0, where {(n) is the divisor func-
tion, we have
u*4 (n)<<4, = n= [=>0] (3.13)
(the last inequality follows from the former by induction). Taking ==14
in (3.13) yields
1<<4 1+ :
n#a (mod q)
q<nq4
n=&1<1+q=&1 :
kq4&1
k=&1<<4 1. (3.14)
It is readily seen that 2 is bounded by
24 \ :$mx
u(m)
m +
4&1
max
(a, q)=1 \ :
n#a (mod q)
q<nx
u(n)
n + . (3.15)
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By the definition (3.8) of u and the Mertens’ estimate we have
:$
mx
u(m)
m
 ‘
p | q \1&
1
p+ ‘pz \1&
1
p+
&1
<< ‘
p | q \1&
1
p+ log z. (3.16)
If xz2, then estimating trivially we obtain
:
n#a (mod q)
q<nx
u(n)
n
 :
n#a (mod q)
q<nx
1
n
<<
log z
q
. (3.17)
For xz2 (and qz) it is known [G1] that
9(x, z; q, a)= :
n#a (mod q)
nx
u(n)<<
1
.(q)
:$
nx
u(n)=
1
.(q)
9q (x, z).
This yields, by partial summation,
:
n#a (mod q)
q<nx
u(n)
n
= :
n#a (mod q)
q<nz2
u(n)
n
+ :
n#a (mod q)
z2<nx
u(n)
n
<<
log z
q
+
1
.(q) \
9q (x, z)
x
+|
x
z2
9q (t, z)
t2
dt+
<<
log z
q
+
1
.(q)
:$
nx
u(n)
n
.
Combining the last estimate with (3.16) we see that (3.17) holds in this case
as well. We thus obtain, by (3.15)(3.17),
2<<4
(log z)4
q
. (3.18)
Combining (3.12), (3.14), and (3.18) gives (3.11), and hence completes
the proof of the lemma.
A particularly appealing special case of our last lemma was already
stated as the Proposition in our Introduction. We, however, need the
following more general result.
Lemma 3. Let xz2 and let f be a completely multiplicative function
satisfying f ( p)=0, for pz, and 0 f ( p)1, for z< px. Furthermore,
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for any coprime natural numbers a and q let xa=xa(q) be the smallest real
number z such that
:
p#a (mod q)
z< pxa
1
p
 :
p#a (mod q)
z< px
f ( p)
p
. (3.19)
Then we have, for 1 yx,
:
n#a (mod q)
n y
f (n)
n
 :
n#a (mod q)
n y
g(n)
n
, (3.20)
where g is a completely multiplicative function whose values on primes are given
by
g( p)={1, if p#a (mod q) and z< pxa0, otherwise. (3.21)
Proof. We begin by observing that by the definitions of the functions f
and g and (3.19), we have
:
p#a (mod q)
p y \
f ( p)
p +
k
 :
p#a (mod q)
p y \
g( p)
p +
k
, (3.22)
for all 1 yx and every natural number k. We further observe that it
only suffices to show that (3.20) holds with n replaced by nk , k=1, 2, 3, ...,
where we use nk to denote those integers n which have exactly k prime fac-
tors counting multiplicity. The case k=1 follows from (3.22). We now
proceed by induction on k. By the inductive hypothesis and (3.22) we have,
with the convention n0=1,
:
nk+1#a (mod q)
nk+1 y
f (nk+1)
nk+1
=
1
k+1
:
k+1
i=1
:$
pi y
:
pink+1&i#a (mod q)
nk+1&i yp
i
f ( pink+1&i)
pink+1&i

1
k+1
:
k+1
i=1
:$
pi y \
f ( p)
p +
i
:
pink+1&i#a (mod q)
nk+1&i yp
i
g(nk+1&i)
nk+1&i

1
k+1
:
k+1
i=1
:$
nk+1&i y
g(nk+1&i)
nk+1&i
:
pink+1&i#a (mod q)
pi ynk+1&i
\g( p)p +
i
= :
nk+1#a (mod q)
nk+1 y
g(nk+1)
nk+1
.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We begin by observing that, by (1.6) and Lemma 1, (1.7) is equivalent
to the bound
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)
n
<<*
1
.(q)
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + , (4.1)
which is what we are going to show. In what follows we assume, as we
may, that x is sufficiently large in terms of *1 , *2 , and *3 . Furthermore, we
observe that by (1.6) and (4.1) we may assume that f satisfies
f ( p&)=*1*&&12 [&2] (4.2)
(we do not alter the value of f on primes, i.e., 0 f*1) since this may
only increase the left-hand side of (4.1) while leaving the right-hand side
unchanged. Let us set
4=W*1 X , (4.3)
fix
z=exp((log x)*3 (24)), (4.4)
and write
:
n#a (mod q)
nx
f (n)
n
=\ :
n#a (mod q)
nz
+ :
n#a (mod q)
z<nx +
f (n)
n
=1+2 ,
say. By (1.6), (4.3), Lemma 2, and (4.4) we have
1<<* 1+
(log z)4
q
=1+
(log x)*32
q
.
From this the desired estimate
1<<*
1
.(q)
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + (4.5)
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follows by (1.4)$, (1.6), and (1.8) since
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p +=exp \ :px
f ( p)
p
& :
p | q
f ( p)
p +
exp \*3 log log x&*1 :p | q
1
p+
>(log x)*3 ‘
p | q \1&
1
p+
*1
=(log x)*3 \.(q)q +
*1&1
‘
p | q \1&
1
p+
>>(log x)*3
1
(log log q)*1&1
‘
p | q \1&
1
p+
>>*
(log x)*3
(log log log x)*1&1
‘
p | q \1&
1
p+
>.(q),
and
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p +exp \*3 log log x&*1 :p | q
1
p+
=exp(*3 log log x+O*1, *3 (log log log x))
>(log x)*32,
provided x is sufficiently large in terms of *1 and *3 . We are thus left to
show that
2 <<*
1
.(q)
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + . (4.6)
To this end let f1 be the completely multiplicative function whose values
on primes are given by
f1 ( p)={0,min(1, f ( p)),
if pz
if p>z,
(4.7)
let f2 be the function defined by
f = f1 V f2 , (4.8)
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and let g be the function of Lemma 3 defined in terms of the function f1 .
We immediately observe that since f1 is completely multiplicative we have
f2= f V +f1 , where + is the Mo bius function, and hence
f2 ( p&)= f ( p&)& f ( p&&1) f1 ( p). (4.9)
Therefore, by (4.2), (4.7), and (1.6), f2 satisfies the inequality
0 f2 ( p&) f ( p&) (4.10)
and, for p>z,
f2 ( p)=max(0, f ( p)&1)\1& 1*1+ f ( p). (4.11)
We now show that (4.6) follows from the bound
:
n#a (mod q)
1<nx
g(n)
n
<<*
1
.(q)
exp \ :$px
g( p)
p + . (4.12)
By (4.8) and (4.10) we have
2 = :$
mx
f2 (m)
m
:
n#am* (mod q)
zm<nxm
f1 (n)
n
 :$
mx
f2 (m)
m
:
n#am* (mod q)
1<nx
f1 (n)
n
+ :
m#a (mod q)
z<mx
f2 (m)
m
=21+22 , (4.13)
say. We estimate 21 by appealing to Lemma 3 and (4.12) which yields, in
the first place,
21  :$
mx
f2 (m)
m
:
n#am* (mod q)
1<nx
g(n)
n
<<* :$
mx
f2 (m)
m
exp \ :$px
g( p)
p + . (4.14)
By (4.10), (1.6), Lemma 1, and (4.9) we get
:$
mx
f2 (m)
m
<<* exp \ :$px
f2 ( p)
p +=exp \ :$px
f ( p)& f1 ( p)
p + . (4.15)
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Also, recalling the definition (3.19) and (3.21) of xa and g we observe that
0 :
p#a (mod q)
px
g( p)
p
& :
p#a (mod q)
px
f1 ( p)
p
<
1
xa
and whence, by (1.8), (4.3), and (4.4),
0 :$
px
g( p)
p
& :$
px
f1 ( p)
p
<
q
z
<1, (4.16)
provided x is sufficiently large in terms of *1 and *3 . This together with
(4.15) and (4.14) now yields
21<<*
1
.(q)
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + . (4.17)
To estimate 22 we introduce the following conventions. We let l denote
those integers for which there is a prime p>z such that p | l but p2 |% l, and
let k stand for integers which do not have this property. We write
22= :
l#a (mod q)
z<lx
f2 (l )
l
+ :
k#a (mod q)
z<kx
f2 (k)
k
= l+k , (4.18)
say. Now, by the definition of l, (4.11), and (4.10), we have
 l\1& 1*1+ :
n#a (mod q)
z<nx
f (n)
n
=\1& 1*1 + 2 . (4.19)
On the other hand, writing k=k1 k2 , where k1 is the largest squarefree
divisor of k such that (k1 , k2)=1, and hence p | k1 implies that pz, we
get, by (4.10) and Lemmas 1 and 2,
k  :$
k2x
f (k2)
k2
:
k1#ak*2 (mod q)
k1x
f (k1)
k1
<<* :$
k2x
f (k2)
k2 \1+
(log z)4
q +
<<* 1+
(log z)4
q
.
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This now yields, as in (4.5), the bound
k <<*
1
.(q)
exp \ :$px
f ( p)
p + . (4.20)
Combining (4.13) and (4.17)(4.20) yields (4.6). Thus it only remains to
prove (4.12).
We begin by observing that
:$
px
g( p)
p
<<* log log x. (4.21)
Indeed, by (4.16), (4.7), and (1.6) we have
:$
px
g( p)
p
= :$
px
f1 ( p)
p
+O(1)
1
*1
:$
z< px
f ( p)
p
+O(1)

1
*1 \ :px
f ( p)
p
& :
pz
f ( p)
p
& :
p | q
f ( p)
p ++O(1),
and (4.21) follows by (1.4)$, (1.8), (4.4), and the Mertens’ estimate applied
to the last two sums, provided x is sufficiently large in terms of *1 and *3 .
Next we show that (4.21) implies the more general estimate
:$
p y
g( p)
p
>>* (log log y&log log z), (4.22)
for z2< yx. We will find it convenient to introduce the following nota-
tion. We set
l( y; a)= :
p#a (mod q)
z< p y
1
p
,
as well as
lg ( y; a)= :
p#a (mod q)
p y
g( p)
p
and
lg ( y)= :$
p y
g( p)
p
.
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Now, from the definition of g we see that
lg ( y; a)
l( y; a)

lg (x; a)
l(x; a)
,
since either the left-hand side is 1 or the numerators are equal (we are
using the convention 00=1). Therefore we have
lg ( y)= :
(a, q)=1
lg ( y; a) min
(a, q)=1 \
l( y; a)
l(x; a)+ lg (x). (4.23)
By the prime number theorem in arithmetic progressions, (1.8), (4.3), and
(4.4) we have
l( y; a)
l(x; a)
=
(log log y&log log z).(q)+O* (1(.(q) log z)+1(log z)34)
(log log x&log log z).(q)+O* (1(.(q) log z)+1(log z)34)
>>
log log y&log log z
log log x
,
provided x is sufficiently large in terms of *1 and *3 . This, (4.23) and (4.21)
imply (4.22).
Now, (4.22) yields the bound
lg ( y; a)l( y; a)<<
1
.(q)
(log log y&log log z)
<<*
1
.(q)
lg ( y), (4.24)
for z2< yx, while for yz2 we have
lg ( y; a)= l(z2, a)<<
1
.(q)
. (4.25)
Finally, observe that any composite integer n can be written in a unique
way in the form n= pm with pp& (m), where p& (m) denotes the least
prime factor of m, and write
:
n#a (mod q)
1<nx
g(n)
n
= :
p#a (mod q)
px
g( p)
p
+ :$
1<mx
g(m)
m
:
p#am* (mod q)
pmin(xm, p&(m))
g( p)
p
.
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By (4.24) and (4.25) we now obtain
:
n#a (mod q)
1<nx
g(n)
n
<<*
1
.(q) \ :$px
g( p)
p
+ :$
1<mx
g(m)
m \ :$pmin(xm, p&(m))
g( p)
p
+1++
<<
1
.(q)
:$
nx
g(n)
n
.
By Lemma 1 this establishes (4.12) and thus completes the proof of the
theorem.
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